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ABSTRACT

Modniation of the pit depth of an optical (lisk can increase its storage density. Ve
measnred a linear response to (Iepth over the range of depth of focus nsing a conoscopic
read head.

1. PIT DEPTH MODULATION TO INCREASE DENSITY

The storage density of optical disks is approximately 1 1)it/2. limite(l by the size
of a focused read spot of liglit. If we mo(llllate the (lepth of the pits, then the storage
density will increase to log2 (k)/A2 where k is the number of possible (lepths each pit can
have. The niaxinnirn range of depths will be restricted by the depth of focus, and k will
be restricted by the accuracy of writing and reading a pit (lepth. For example, if the range
of (lepths is 1/11-11% an(l the (lepth accuracy is less than O.1im. then each pit location can
store three to four bits.

2. CONOSCOPIC HOLOGRAPHY

\Ve measure the pit (Iepth nsing conoscopic 1)lography. \Vhen a cone of light erna-
nating from a point source propagates through a 1)irefringent crystal, san(lwiche(l between
two polarizers. a conoscopic figure results (Fig.1).1 The fringes are (Tile to the dependence
of polarization rotation on angle of propagation through the crystal. The light intensity
Oil the observation screen goes as2

2rLzi7
1(r) 1+cos( (x/)).

where L is the thickness of the birefringent crystal, n = fl( — fl, is the birefringence of
the crystal. is the distance froni the point source to the screen, an(l I is a point in the
plane of the screen. As the point sonrce moves closer or farther from the screen, the fringes
will expand or compress. Counting all the fringes on the screen gives a measurement of z.
By placing a single detector at a specific .r. we can measure the relative movement of
the point source in
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The sensitivity of the 5z measurement (lepends on where in the screen we place the
detector. If the (letector is I)lace(1 close to the center of the screen. then the require(I
for a maximum change in intensity at the detector. will be very large. Conversely. if the
detector is place(1 at the edge of the screen. then the intensity at the (letector will be very
sensitive to a small change in z. Therefore. we want to design the placement of the detector
so that the maximum allowable change in pit (Iepth of our memory results in a maximum
change in intensity at t1ie (letector. witliout any aml)iguity. For example. if L = 10mm.
/:X17 = 0.17, (calcite crystal) A = G33nm. and r/z NA = 0.5. then if z changes by 1.5im.
the intensity will swing froin its rnaxirnun value to zero if tile detector is placed at the
G72TU1 fringe.

3. READ HEAD

Our conoscopic read hea(1. Fig. 2. uses polarized light at the input. and the calcite
crystal afl(l analyzer ale Placed after tile 1)eam splitter. The calcite crystal is tilted so
that a sufficiently 'fast fringe (i.e. the fringe that has inaxilnhlni intensity change for
the 1naxinnlln change ill pit (1e1)th) is lflove(l to tile center of the screen. Also. since tile
light )ropagating through the crystal is nearly collilnate(l. there is only one fringe on the
screen. \\e Use(1 one (letectol t() cover half tile fringe. but t\v() (letectors in a (Iifferentiai
nK)(le \VOUl(l nlake use of all tile light in the (letector plane.

\\e nieasured tue sensitivity of the read head to changes in 1)it (lepth 1- translating
a bla.llk, reflective substrate through the focal pialle of tile objective. Tile translation
step size was 0.1iin. For this exiJelilnent. the crystal tilt was coarse a(ljusted to move
a sufficiently fast' fringe onto the (letector. and it was fine a(ljusted so that when the
sld)strate was exactly in tile focal plane. tile illtellsity ()n tile (letectol was a llli(l(lie gray
level. Tile response. si1own ill Fig. 3 was ileally lillear over a +1.U//111 range.

4. PIT DEPTH MEMORY

To avoi(l corruptioll of the i)it (leptil fllO(IlllatiOfl signal by noise sources such as (lisk
wobble or vil)rati()ll. afl(i to allow focus servo controi. the pit (lepth 1flO(IlllatiOl]. \vili have
t() be encoded to gaurantee that tile sigilal is iligil Pass \Vitil a lOW frequency cutofi greater
tilan tile frequency of tile wo1)1)ie all(i (lisk vibrations. If there are sigilificant high frequency
vil)rations. a secoilci 1)eanl focused on land het\veell tile grooves will 1)1ovi(le a signal w'ith
()fliv noise that can 1)e subtracte(l from tile infolinatioll signal resultillg ill noise rejection.

i\Iastering of all opticai (lisk flhelflOly usillg pit (1e1)th lllc)(lulation can be accornplisiled
by laser patterning in pilotoresist or electron beam iithography. \\e currently have a sampie
using a rastered iaser 011 a photoi'esist. and we aie llavillg a second sample fabricated with
eiectron beain lithography.
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Conoscopic Holography
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